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Abstract
Many previous studies document that institutional buys incur higher implicit trading costs than do sells.
Chiyachantana, Jain, Jiang, and Wood (Journal of Finance, forthcoming) find that this widely documented
asymmetry is sensitive to the underlying market condition: institutional buys (sells) incur higher implicit
trading costs in bullish (bearish) markets. We provide a simple yet previously unexplored explanation for
this phenomenon: it is because previous studies use pre-trade benchmark prices to measure implicit
trading costs. When a pre-trade measure is used, buys (sells) have higher implicit trading costs during
rising (falling) markets. The opposite is true if a post-trade measure is used: sells (buys) have higher
implicit trading costs during rising (falling) markets. Both pre-trade and post-trade measures are highly
influenced by market movement. On the other hand, during-trade measures are neutral to market
movement. Using real institutional trading data, we empirically confirm our predictions. We conclude
that buy-sell asymmetry is mainly driven by mechanical characteristics of measures of implicit trading
costs. In addition, we emphasize that trading is a double-sided and zero-sum game, and discuss related
implications. We further argue that different measures of implicit trading costs serve very different
purposes: pre-trade measures are suitable for measuring trading costs of investment strategies, and duringtrade measures are suitable for measuring execution quality. We show that a pre-trade measure can be
decomposed into a market movement component and a during-trade measure, and empirically the market
movement component is the dominant component. Our results cast doubt on previous findings on
execution quality that use pre-trade measures, because pre-trade measures mainly capture market
movement.
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Abstract
Many previous studies document that institutional buys incur higher implicit trading costs than do sells.
Chiyachantana, Jain, Jiang, and Wood (Journal of Finance, forthcoming) find that this widely documented
asymmetry is sensitive to the underlying market condition: institutional buys (sells) incur higher implicit
trading costs in bullish (bearish) markets. We provide a simple yet previously unexplored explanation for
this phenomenon: it is because previous studies use pre-trade benchmark prices to measure implicit
trading costs. When a pre-trade measure is used, buys (sells) have higher implicit trading costs during
rising (falling) markets. The opposite is true if a post-trade measure is used: sells (buys) have higher
implicit trading costs during rising (falling) markets. Both pre-trade and post-trade measures are highly
influenced by market movement. On the other hand, during-trade measures are neutral to market
movement. Using real institutional trading data, we empirically confirm our predictions. We conclude
that buy-sell asymmetry is mainly driven by mechanical characteristics of measures of implicit trading
costs. In addition, we emphasize that trading is a double-sided and zero-sum game, and discuss related
implications. We further argue that different measures of implicit trading costs serve very different
purposes: pre-trade measures are suitable for measuring trading costs of investment strategies, and duringtrade measures are suitable for measuring execution quality. We show that a pre-trade measure can be
decomposed into a market movement component and a during-trade measure, and empirically the market
movement component is the dominant component. Our results cast doubt on previous findings on
execution quality that use pre-trade measures, because pre-trade measures mainly capture market
movement.

Measures of Implicit Trading Costs and Buy-Sell Asymmetry
Many previous studies find that institutional buys incur higher implicit trading costs than do sells (Kraus
and Stoll (1972), Holthausen, L e h i c h , and Mayers (1987, 1990), Chan and Lakonishok (1993, 1995),
and Keim and Madhavan (1996)).'

In a review paper, Macey and O'Hara (1997) state that "One

unambiguous result that emerges from this research is that execution costs of large trades are affected by
a wide range of factors. One of the most important is trade direction". Chan and Lakonishok (1993)
propose an intriguing information-based explanation for this buy-sell asymmetry phenomenon. Saar
(2001) develops an elegant information-based theoretical model to explain this asymmetry. In a very
interesting and original study, Chiyachantana, Jain, Jiang, and Wood (Journal of Finance, forthcoming,
hereafter CJJW) find that this widely documented asymmetry is sensitive to the underlying market
condition. In bullish markets, institutional buys incur higher implicit trading costs than do sells. But in
bearish markets, institutional sells incur higher implicit trading costs than do buys. CJJW argue that
existing information-based explanations fail to explain the reversal of buy-sell asymmetry during bearish
markets. However, CJJW provide very little explanation as to why the underlying market condition is the
major driving factor of buy-sell asymmetry.

In this study, we provide a previously unexplored

explanation for buy-sell asymmetry. This asymmetry is caused by using pre-trade benchmark prices to
measure implicit trading costs.
Measures of implicit trading costs can be classified in three categories: pre-trade, during-trade, and
post-trade measures, depending on the benchmark prices used. Pre-trade measures use prices prior to the
trade, such as the prior day's close, open, last trade, midpoint of bid-ask spread before the trade, etc.
During-trade measures use some kind of average price over the trading horizon, typically the volumeweighted average price (VWAP). Post-trade measures use prices after the trade, typically the day's close
at the end of the trading horizon.
1

Implicit trading costs, as opposed to explicit trading costs (commissions, etc.), are trading costs not explicitly paid
by investors (imbedded in transaction prices). Implicit trading costs are also frequently referred to as "market
impact" or "price impact". For reasons we will discuss later, "market impact" and "price impact" may not be
appropriate names for implicit trading costs.

We argue that buy-sell asymmetry is mainly driven by mechanical characteristics of measures of
implicit trading costs. When a pre-trade measure is used, buys (sells) have higher implicit trading costs
during rising (falling) markets. The opposite is true when a post-trade measure is used. Sells (Buys) have
higher implicit trading costs during rising (falling) markets. Both pre-trade and post-trade measures are
highly influenced by market movement. On the other hand, during-trade measures are neutral to market
movement. Figure 1 summarizes our main predictions on buy-sell asymmetry.
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Figure 1. Summary of Main Predictions on Buy-Sell Asymmetry. This figure summarizes our
main predictions on buy-sell asymmetry for different measures of implicit trading costs during both rising
and falling markets separately. For example, "Buys > Sells" in cell 1 means that if we use pre-trade
measures of implicit trading costs, then during rising markets, the implicit trading costs for buys should
be higher than sells.
Most previous studies fall into cell 1 in Figure 1. One of the main contributions of CJJW is the
discovery of cell 2 in Figure 1. One of the main contributions of this study is the identification of the
other four cells in Figure 1 (cells 3, 4, 5, and 6), and perhaps more importantly, the reason for buy-sell
asymmetry, mechanical characteristics of measures of implicit trading costs. Using real institutional
trading data, we confirm our predictions in Figure 1.
We emphasize that trading is a double-sided and zero-sum game. Trading is a double-sided game
because for any transaction to take place, there must be both a willing buyer and a willing seller.
Therefore, any transaction has to be both a buy and a sell at the same time. There are two dimensions to

the zero-sum game nature of trading. The first dimension of zero-sumness is a direct implication of the
double-sidedness of trading. It applies to all implicit trading cost measures. The second dimension of
zero-sumness is a feature of using the average as the benchmark. It applies to VWAP Cost in the context
of trading execution quality measurement, and similarly to the alpha in the context of investment
performance measurement. Figure 2 summarizes implications of the double-sided and zero-sum game
nature of trading, under the hypothetical scenario that we have a complete trading database that includes
all transactions from all market participants.2
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Figure 2. Trading is a Double-Sided and Zero-Sum Game - What if We Have a Complete
Trading Database? This figure summarizes our predictions for different measures of implicit trading
costs during both rising and falling markets separately for all, buys, and sells. The hypothetical scenario
here is that we have a complete trading database that includes all transactions from all market participants
(buy-side institutional investors, sell-side brokers, individual investors, market makers, and specialists,
etc.). C1, C2, C,', and C2' are all positive. C1 (- CI') is the trading value-weighted market-wide return
measured from the pre-trade benchmark price to the VWAP, with the VWAP in the denominator, during
rising (falling) markets. C2 (- C2') is the trading value-weighted market-wide return measured from the
VWAP to the post-trade benchmark price, with the VWAP in the denominator, during rising (falling)
markets.
Chan and Lakonishok (1993) state "Berkowitz, Logue, and Noser (1988) interpret the price impact in relation to
the volume-weighted average price as a measure of execution cost. Using this benchmark, the dollar-weighted
average impact is very small, at 0.02%. Similar values are obtained if the calculation of the volume-weighted price
excludes the trade under consideration, or if the simple average price is used as the benchmark. Indeed, the simple
average impact is slightly negative, which would imply, under the interpretation of Berkowitz, Logue, and Noser
(1988), a negative execution cost on average for purchases!" As is clear in their use of the exclamation point, the
authors seem to be surprised to find that aggregate VWAP Cost is very small and can be negative. Their results are
not surprising, because VWAP Cost has zero-sums for all, buys, and sells (see Figure 2). There is nothing wrong
with a negative implicit trading cost. It means that it is a gain instead of a loss.

Pioneered by Perold (1988), most previous studies on trading costs use pre-trade measures.
Berkowitz, Logue, and Noser (1988) first introduce a during-trade measure that uses the VWAP as the
benchmark price.3 VWAP Cost is very widely used by practitioners. Schwartz and Steil(2002) find that
Chief Investment Officers rank VWAP performance well above other criteria for evaluating how well
their traders handle their orders. However, there seems to be much confusion on which measure is the
right measure to use, and how to interpret different results obtained by using different measures. We
address these issues in this study.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution to the complex problem of trading cost measurement. Many
different research questions can be asked about the same trading process. A natural question is how good
is the execution quality? Macey and O'Hara (1 997) review and analyze the legal and economic aspects of
the duty of best execution. Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal (2001) study the impact of soft-dollar
arrangements on brokers' execution quality for institutional investors. Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal
(2003) study whether alternative trading systems provide better execution. Another interesting question is
what are the trading costs of investment strategies? Keim (2003), Korajczyk and Sadka (2003), and
Lesmond, Schill, and Zhou (2003) study the robustness of momentum profits to trading costs. These two
classes of research questions are very different in nature, and they call for different trading cost measures.
We argue that different implicit trading cost measures serve very different purposes. Pre-trade
measures are suitable for measuring trading costs of investment strategies (in a typical institutional
trading process, this is the trading cost from the portfolio manager's point of view). During-trade
measures (VWAP Cost) are suitable for measuring execution quality (whether the buy-side trader or the
sell-side broker did a good job or not). The philosophy behind using VWAP Cost to measure trading
VWAP Cost also appears in several other studies. Goldstein, Iwine, Kandel, and Wiener (2003) study VWAP
Cost when examining brokerage commissions. Chakravarty, Panchapagesan, and Wood (2002), and CJJW justifl
their inclusion of VWAP Cost by citing its popularity among practitioners. Domowitz, Glen, and Madhavan (2001)
use a different during-trade benchmark, the mean of the day's high, low, open, and close prices (HLOC). HLOC
can be viewed as an approximation of the VWAP. HLOC is considerably easier to compute, and hence especially
useful in international markets where high quality intraday trading data are not readily available. Harris (1998)
analyzes and discusses how the choice of performance benchmarks affects a trader's decisions regarding trading
strategies. Madhavan (2002) discusses various strategies used by practitioners to achieve the VWAP. Konishi
(2002) derives a static optimal execution strategy of a VWAP trade.

execution quality is very much the same philosophy behind using the alpha to measure investment
performance. Post-trade measures are sometimes used by index funds for controlling tracking errors
relative to the close (Madhavan (2002)).
We relate different implicit trading cost measures through decompositions. For example, Prior Close
Cost (a pre-trade measure) can be decomposed into two components, Market Movement Cost Prior Close
to VWAP and VWAP Cost (a during-trade measure). Therefore, VWAP Cost can be viewed as Prior
Close Cost controlling for stock-specific during-trade market movement. A few other studies also realize
the need to control for market movement, even though the distinction between trading costs of investment
strategies and execution quality is not made explicit. CJJW and Keim (2003) control for market-wide
during-trade market movement by subtracting market index return measured over the trading horizon
from pre-trade measures. This measure shares some common properties with post-trade measures,
because the market index return is measured from Prior Close to Close. Also, this measure does not
control for stock-specific during-trade market movement.
We empirically show that the market movement component (Market Movement Cost Prior Close to
VWAP) is the dominant component of Prior Close Cost. For example, when we use trade packages as the
unit of observation and regress Prior Close Cost onto its two components separately, we get an R-square
of 90.4 percent for Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP, and an R-square of only 5.7 percent for
VWAP Cost. This result is rather striking. We can approximate Prior Close Cost with very high
accuracy without even knowing the institutional investor's execution price. This result shows that Prior
Close Cost is a poor measure of execution quality, because it is overwhelmingly dominated by market
movement. Many previous studies use Prior Close Cost, or a variation of such, and interpret their results
as findings on execution quality. Our findings cast doubt on such interpretations.
To summarize, first, we provide a new explanation for the widely documented buy-sell asymmetry
phenomenon. Second, we emphasize that trading is a double-sided and zero-sum game, and discuss
related implications. Third, we argue that different measures of implicit trading costs serve different
purposes. Fourth, we empirically show that Prior Close Cost mainly captures market movement.

The remainder of this study is organized in four sections. Section I discusses various issues related
to trading cost measurement and our empirical methodology. Section I1 describes the data. Section 111
discusses our empirical results, and Section IV concludes.

I. Methodology
A. Typical Institutional Trading Process

Figure 3 depicts a typical institutional trading process. This process starts with the portfolio manager
(PM) making investment decisions, which stock to buy or sell, and the quantity to be traded. Then the
PM sends the order to a trader inside the same institutional investor. The PM also specifies a trading
horizon, which is usually a trading day. The trading horizon can also be shorter than a trading day, or it
can span multiple trading days. Since many institutions in our sample do not provide intraday time
stamps, we mainly analyze daily frequency in our empirical analysis. As for the multiday issue, we
follow Chan and Lakonishok (1995) to construct trade packages.
The trader's job is to execute the order within the trading horizon and get the best price possible.
The trader makes trading decisions, for example, when to trade during the trading horizon, which trading
venue to use (ECNs versus traditional brokers), which broker to use, and how to interact with the broker.
The trader then sends the order to a broker. The trader can also break up the order and only send part of
the order to a broker, or send pieces of the order to multiple brokers. Given instructions from the trader,
the broker also makes trading decisions. Finally, the order is executed and printed on an exchange.
[Insert Figure 3 about here]

B. Measures of Implicit Trading Costs
We focus on implicit trading costs in this study. We also include statistics on explicit trading costs
(commissions) in our empirical results. Commissions can serve as compensation for non-trading related

services, for example, as "soft dollars" for research provided by brokers to institutional investors (Conrad,
Johnson, and Wahal(2001)). Measures of implicit trading costs take the following common form:4
Implicit Trading Cost = Side *

Execution Price CP, ) - Benchmark Price
Execution Price (P, )

P,,, ,for pre - trade measures
1, for buys
,and Benchmark Price r VWAP, for during - trade measures
where Side =
- 1, for sells
P, ,for post - trade measures
As Figure 3 shows, PE denotes the institutional investor's execution price. Different implicit trading
cost measures use different benchmark prices. P,

denotes the pre-trade benchmark price. Following

most previous studies, we use Prior Close as P,, in our empirical study.' Prior Close is the closing price
on the day prior to the trading horizon. For a multiday package, Prior Close is the closing price on the
day prior to the first day of the package. The during-trade benchmark price, VWAP, is the volumeweighted average price of all available market transactions during the trading horizon. Even though the
designation VWAP says nothing about the time frame, it is often being thought of as equivalent to the
daily VWAP. However, the VWAP can be defined for any time frame, intraday, daily or multiday. We
analyze both the daily VWAP and the multiday VWAP empirically.

P,,

denotes the post-trade

benchmark price. We use Close, the closing price of the trading horizon, as P,,,.

For a multiday

package, Close is the closing price on the last day of the package. We analyze three implicit trading cost
measures in detail empirically, Prior Close Cost, VWAP Cost, and Close Cost.

Most previous studies use the benchmark price instead of the execution price in the denominator, even though no
clear reason is provided for the choice. Either way, it will not make a big difference in terms of empirical results.
We prefer to use the execution price in the denominator because: 1) most importantly, the decompositions later will
hold exactly only if we use the execution price in the denominator; 2) it makes it easier to compare results obtained
using different measures, because they all have the same denominator; 3) it makes it more convenient to compute
the corresponding dollar trading cost (simply multiply the implicit trading cost by the dollar principal traded).
5

We also tried using Open, the opening price of the trading horizon, as P,,,, and all results are qualitatively similar
to results obtained by using Prior Close as P,,,. To save space, we do not report results using Open as P,,.
One of the criticisms of VWAP Cost is that the institution investor's own trades are part of the benchmark. We do
not believe this is a problem. After all, we have a similar problem when we evaluate a mutual fund's performance
using a market index as the benchmark, because any mutual fund is part of the market index. In addition, we can

Prior Close Cost = Side *

PE - Prior Close
PE

VWAP Cost = Side *

PE - VWAP
PE

Close Cost s Side *

P, -Close
PE

For the purposes of this study, we do not consider the opportunity cost of unfilled orders. This is one
of the reasons why we call our pre-trade measure Prior Close Cost instead of the more frequently used
name, Implementation Shortfall (Perold (1988), and Perold and Sirri (1998)). Another reason is that
Implementation Shortfall also includes explicit trading costs. Opportunity cost can be viewed as a
different dimension of the trading cost measurement problem. We focus on the benchmark price
dimension. One can define opportunity cost relative to different benchmark prices. Many previous
studies also ignore opportunity cost because they find that fill rates are close to 100 percent. Keim and
Madhavan (1995, 1997) find that institutional orders were completely filled more than 95 percent of the
time in their sample provided by the Plexus group. Chakravarty, Panchapagesan, and Wood (2002) find
similar high fill rates in more recent Plexus data.

C. Buy-Sell Asymmetry
If a pre-trade measure is used, when the market is rising, the execution price will be higher than the
pre-trade benchmark price in general. This will produce a positive cost for buys and a negative cost for
sells. When the market is falling, the execution price will be lower than the pre-trade benchmark price in
general. This will produce a negative cost for buys and a positive cost for sells. Therefore, if a pre-trade

1

prove that: VWAP Cost-, = VWAP Cost * -, where VWAP Cost, is the VWAP Cost excluding the

1-f,
institutional investor's own trades from the benchmark VWAP, andf; is the institutional investor's "market share":
the institutional investor's own volume divided by the total market volume. The proof is very simple and available
upon request. This result is useful because it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to identify a particular
institutional investor's trades in intraday market data (the NYSE TAQ). Using this formula, one can compute
VWAP Cost., without having to explicitly identifj, these trades in intraday market data.

measure is used, buys (sells) have higher implicit trading costs during rising (falling) markets. The
opposite is true if a post-trade measure is used. Sells (Buys) have higher trading costs during rising
(falling) markets. Both pre-trade and post-trade measures are highly influenced by market movement.
It appears that the "culprit" of buy-sell asymmetry is the fact that in equation (1) Side takes the value
of one for buys and -1 for sells. We are not saying that the definition is inappropriate. To the contrary,
the definition makes perfect sense.

However, we do need to pay close attention to mechanical

characteristics of measures of implicit trading costs implied by such a definition.
No matter what the market trend is, on average (in aggregate), the during-trade benchmark price
(VWAP) should not be systematically different fiom the execution price for either buys or sells.
Therefore, we do not expect buy-sell asymmetry for during-trade measures. During-trade measures are
neutral to market movement. Our main predictions regarding buy-sell asymmetry for different measures
of implicit trading costs during both rising and falling markets are summarized in Figure 1.

D. Trading is a Double-Sided and Zero-Sum Game

Trading is a double-sided game. For any transaction to take place, there has to be a willing buyer
and a willing seller. Therefore, any transaction has to be both a buy and a sell at the same time. If we
have a complete trading database that includes all transactions from all market participants (buy-side
institutional investors, sell-side brokers, individual investors, market makers, and specialists, etc.), then
every transaction will be recorded twice, once as a buy for one market participant and once as a sell for
another market participant. The Plexus data and our data provided by the AbeVNoser Corporation are
trading databases of a subset of buy-side institutional investors. It is possible that in the Plexus data or
the AbelNoser data, there are buys and sells recorded by different institutions that are actually the same
transactions. It can happen for agency trades, where the sell-side broker simply acts as a middleman
between two buy-side institutional investors.
Trading is a zero-sum game. The zero-surnness has two dimensions. The first dimension is a direct
implication of the double-sidedness of trading. Harris (2003) lists this dimension of zero-sumness as one

of the "key recurrent themes" of his book. Harris (2003) states "the accounting gains made by one side
must equal the accounting losses suffered by the other side". As long as we have both sides of each
transaction in our database, then regardless of the particular measure (benchmark price), the aggregate
implicit trading cost will be zero. This is why "market impact" and "price impact" may not be
appropriate names for implicit trading costs. For any given transaction, a positive (negative) price impact
for the buyer is a negative (positive) price impact for the seller, and they sum to zero. These names,
"market impact" and "price impact", imply a single-sided view of trading.
The second dimension of the zero-sum game nature of trading is a feature of using the average as the
benchmark. The first dimension of zero-sumness is due to double counting. However, if we look at buys
and sells separately (now each transaction is only counted once), both pre-trade and post-trade measures
will be non-zero as long as the market is not completely flat. The second dimension of the zero-sumness
is that if we have a complete trading database, then VWAP Cost will be zero for both buys and sells. In
investment performance measurement, the value-weighted sum of all alphas should also be zero. This
zero-sumness does not mean that VWAP Cost is not useful. VWAP Cost is as useful as the alpha. It
means that VWAP Cost and the alpha are measures of relative performance. By comparing a trader
against the VWAP, we are evaluating him relative to the "average trader". Alphas are also investment
performance measures relative to the "average investor".
Figure 2 summarizes our predictions for different measures of implicit trading costs during both
rising and falling markets separately for all, buys, and sells. The hypothetical scenario here is that we
have a complete trading database. Figure 2 will hold exactly when daily benchmark prices are used,
because benchmark prices will be the same for transactions on the same stock from different market
participants as long as they happen on the same day. However, when multiday or intraday benchmark
prices are used, Figure 2 will only hold approximately, because benchmark prices for transactions on the
same stock from different market participants may not line up perfectly. In Figure 2 we list VWAP Cost
instead of during-trade measures because the quantities will only be exactly zero for VWAP Cost. C , , CZ,
CI', and CZ' are all positive. CI (- C1') is the trading value-weighted market-wide return measured from

the pre-trade benchmark price to the VWAP, with the VWAP in the denominator, during rising (falling)
markets. C2 (- C2') is the trading value-weighted market-wide return measured from the VWAP to the
post-trade benchmark price, with the VWAP in the denominator, during rising (falling) markets. We note
that in Figure 2 there is still buy-sell asymmetry for both pre-trade and post-trade measures, and that it is
consistent with our predictions in Figure 1. Figure 2 serves as a useful benchmark for our empirical
study, where we have only a trading database of a subset of buy-side institutional investors. If our
empirical results deviate from Figure 2, then it must be due to the incompleteness of our trading database.

E. Diferent Implicit Trading Cost Measures Serve Different Purposes

"Paper" returns of investment strategies are usually measured from Prior Close to the end of the
investment horizon (Perold (1988)). Therefore, Prior Close Cost (a pre-trade measure) is suitable for
measuring the impact of trading costs on the profitability of investment strategies. However, Prior Close
Cost may not be a good measure of execution quality, because the market movement from Prior Close to
the trading horizon is not completely under the control of the trader or broker in question.
A trader's (broker's) execution quality can be measured by comparing his execution price against the
average (VWAP). It is very much the same philosophy behind comparing a mutual fund's performance
against a market index return. A very nice analogy can be drawn between the VWAP in the context of
trading and the index in the context of investing. VWAP Cost (multiplied by -1) is like the alpha in
investment performance measurement. Since we do not have a counterpart of the CAPM in trading, we
simply benchmark a trader against the average. Trading to achieve the VWAP is like managing an index
fund to achieve the market index return. If we call indexing "passive investing", then VWAP trading can
be called "passive trading". Just like indexing has become increasingly popular over the last several
decades (largely inspired by extensive academic research), VWAP trading has become more and more

popular among practitioners in the last several years.7 However, simply achieving the VWAP does not
mean that the trader (broker) has abnormal skill, just like an index fund manager does not have abnormal
skill. A trader (broker) has abnormal skill only if he can consistently beat the VWAP, in other words, a
consistently negative and significant VWAP Cost.

F. Decompositions of Implicit Trading Cost Measures
Different implicit trading cost measures can be related through decompositions. Decompositions
also provide insights about the characteristics of different measures. We will use the following
decompositions in our empirical analysis:
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- Market Movement Cost
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Equations (5) and (6) also contain definitions of two new Market Movement Cost items, Market
Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP and Market Movement Cost VWAP to Close. We note that these
Market Movement Cost items are essentially "market quantities". They are driven by Prior Close,
VWAP, and Close, which are all market prices. The institutional investor's execution price PE in the
denominator is only a scaling factor. We refer to these Market Movement Cost items as "costs" because
they are "side-dependent".

'

Conversations with Japanese and Hong Kong traders who trade US. equity show that they are especially happy
about this development. Now, they can put trading on "autopilot", and go to sleep gracefully knowing that they will
be able to achieve the average when they wake up.

Equation (5) shows that VWAP Cost can be viewed as Prior Close Cost controlling for stock-specific
during-trade market movement (Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP). CJJW and Keim (2003)
control for market-wide during-trade market movement by subtracting market index return measured over
the trading horizon from pre-trade measures. For comparison purposes, we also analyze a similar
measure:

1

Prior Close Cost Net of
(P~
- P F Close - Market Index Movement
= Side *
Market Index Movement

Market Index Movement is the value-weighted market index return over the trading horizon. The
following simple decomposition holds:
Prior Close Cost =

Prior Close Cost Net of
+ Market Index Movement Cost
Market Index Movement

where Market Index Movement Cost = Side * Market Index Movement

11. Data
We obtain proprietary transaction-level institutional trading data from the AbeVNoser Corporation, a
NYSE member firm and a leading execution quality measurement service provider to institutional
investors. In a study of brokerage commissions and institutional trading patterns, Goldstein, Irvine,
Kandel, and Wiener (2003) also use data supplied by Abelmoser. The Abel/Noser data are similar to the
Plexus data used by many previous studies (Wagner and Edwards (1993), Keim and Madhavan (1995,
1997), Jones and Lipson (1999, 2001), Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal (200 1, 2003), Chakravarty,
Panchapagesan, and Wood (2002), CJJW, and Keim (2003)).' Our sample period is the fourth quarter of
2001. Figure 4 plots the Daily CRSP value-weighted indexes during our sample period. The general
market trend is mildly bullish, with significant numbers of both up and down trading days.

Some institutions in our AbeliNoser sample were former Plexus clients. Some other institutions use both
AbelhIoser's and Plexus's services at the same time.

[Insert Figure 4 about here]
For each transaction the data include the date of the transaction, the stock traded (identified by both
symbols and CUSPS), the number of shares traded, the dollar principal traded, commissions paid by the
institution, whether it is a buy or sell by the institution, and whether it is listed (NYSEIAmex) or OTC
(NASDAQ).~ The data were provided to us under the condition that the names of all buy-side
institutions, funds, traders, and sell-side brokers would be removed fiom the data. However, we were
given identification codes that enable us to separately identify all entities involved.
We follow Keim and Madhavan (1997) and eliminate transactions under 100 shares, and stocks
trading under $1.00. Following Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal(2001), we eliminate any transaction if the
closing price on the day prior to the transaction date, as recorded by the Abelmoser, is not within one
percent of the price recorded by CRSP. Also following Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal(2001), we exclude
transactions if any of the three implicit trading cost measures (Prior Close Cost, VWAP Cost, and Close
Cost) are larger (smaller) than 50 percent (-50 percent). Our final sample comprises transactions
originated from 322 institutions (42 investment managers and 280 plan sponsors), with 20.1 billion shares
traded and $544.5 billion traded." There are 4,686 stocks traded in our sample.
We aggregate individual transactions to form units of observations. Individual transactions are
usually called "tickets". The way institutions cut tickets can be arbitrary, and may differ across different
institutions. Therefore, we choose to aggregate the data using reliable dimensions, which ensures uniform
treatment of the data across the whole sample. We aggregate the data at the fund level." The two units

9

We match the AbeVNoser data with CRSP, and use daily market prices and volumes from CRSP. We find that the
daily prices and volumes provided by Abelmoser are highly reliable. The only market information we use that is
not from CRSP is the VWAP. Many previous studies use market prices provided by the Plexus Group.
10

An example of investment managers is Fidelity. An example of plan sponsors is the California Public Employees'
Retirement System (CalPERS). We are not indicating either Fidelity or CalPERS is in our sample since the data is
completely anonymous. In our sample, investment managers are larger than plan sponsors in general. Since results
reported in this study are not qualitatively different across these two subsamples, we do not report results separately
for these two groups.
II

We choose to aggregate the data at the fund level because it is closest to the "order" concept, which is the unit of
observation in most previous studies that use the Plexus data. Results in this study are not sensitive to how we
aggregate the data.

of observations we use are Fund Daily Transaction Groups (hereafter, Fund DTGs) and Fund Package
Transaction Groups (hereafter, Fund PTGs). All transactions with the same fund, stock, side (buy or sell),
and date form a unique Fund DTG. All transactions with the same fund, stock, side, and consecutive
trading dates form a unique Fund PTG. Most of our results do not differ qualitatively between Fund
DTGs and Fund PTGs.
Fund PTGs are a higher level of aggregation of Fund DTGs, and hence there are fewer Fund PTGs
than Fund DTGs (there are 1,128,873 Fund DTGs and 763,586 Fund PTGs in our sample). Figure 5 plots
the distribution of length of Fund PTGs. Seventyseven percent of Fund PTGs span only one trading day
(these Fund PTGs are the same as the corresponding Fund DTGs), but they tend to be smaller in size (41
percent of dollar principal traded and 40 percent of shares traded). Two percent of Fund PTGs (12
percent of dollar principal traded and 13 percent of shares traded) last longer than a week (5 trading days).
[Insert Figure 5 about here]

111. Empirical Results
A. Sample Characteristics
Table I presents summary statistics of our sample. Buys and sells are reasonably balanced. 51.1
percent of dollar principal traded are buys. There are more listed than OTC transactions. 73.2 percent of
dollar principal traded and 65.4 percent of shares traded are listed. Trading is concentrated in large cap
stocks. 71.5 percent of dollar principal and 59.4 percent of shares are traded in large cap stocks (the top
10 percent stocks in terms of market cap).

The average size of Fund DTGs is $0.48 million and 17,800 shares. The average size of Fund PTGs
is $0.71 million and 26,3 15 shares. These trade sizes are somewhat smaller but in line with studies that
use the Plexus data. One reason could be that we have a larger number of institutions (322), and we
probably have more small institutions. However, our results are not qualitatively different between the 42

investment managers (larger institutions) and the 280 plan sponsors (smaller institutions). The average
trading price is $27.10 per share.

[Insert Table I about here]
Table I1 presents percentiles of different measures of implicit trading costs and their components.
For both Fund DTGs (Table 11, Panel A) and Fund PTGs (Table 11, Panel B) and for all measures, the
medians are close to zero relative to the absolute magnitudes of the measures. All the measures can be
large positive and large negative, and they are reasonably symmetric around their medians. These results
support our notion that trading is a zero-sum game, and that implicit trading costs can be both positive
and negative. The reason that the measures are not centered at exactly zero is because our trading
database includes only a subset of buy-side institutions.
The absolute magnitudes of implicit trading costs can be substantial. For example, the 75" percentile
of Prior Close Cost for Fund PTGs is 168.73 basis points, or 1.69 percent. The magnitudes of trading cost
measures are larger for Fund PTGs than for Fund DTGs, which is expected because Fund PTGs span
multiple trading days.
Equation (5) shows that VWAP Cost and Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP are the two
components of Prior Close Cost. So it is not surprising that Prior Close Cost is much larger than VWAP
Cost (a factor of about three to four). It is interesting, however, that Market Movement Cost Prior Close
to VWAP is almost on the same level of magnitude as Prior Close Cost, even though the former is a
component of the latter. This is consistent with one of our findings later that Market Movement Cost
Prior Close to VWAP is the dominant component of Prior Close Cost.

[Insert Table I1 about here]

B. Trading Costs Decompositions and Buy-Sell Asymmetry
Tables 111, IV, and V all have the same columns, and they all show results for all transactions and for
buys and sells separately. These tables all show several implicit trading cost measures, Prior Close Cost,
VWAP Cost, Close Cost, and Prior Close Cost Net of Market Index Movement. These tables also show

decompositions of trading cost measures (equations (5), (6), and (8)). For example, Prior Close Cost is
equal to Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus VWAP Cost. However, these tables show
Market Movement items (Market Movement Cost items not multiplied by Side) instead of Market
Movement Cost items. This choice makes these tables easier to read because Market Movement items are
basically returns. Because of this choice, the decompositions hold only for buys. For sells, the
decompositions hold if Market Movement items are multiplied by -1. The decompositions do not hold for
all transactions, because Market Movement items for all are value-weighted averages of Market
Movement items for buys and sells. These tables also show Market Movement items for one-day before
and one-day after the trading horizon (Market Movement Two-Day Prior Close to Prior Close and Market
Movement Close to One-Day Post Close).

These items capture pre-trade and post-trade market

movement. Tables 111, IV, and V all have two panels. Panel A's show results for Fund DTGs and Panel

B's show results for Fund PTGs. Since the results for Fund DTGs and Fund PTGs are qualitatively
similar, we focus our discussions on results for Fund DTGs (Panel A's).
The numbers of observations are very large for almost all of our empirical results, mostly hundreds
of thousands or even over one million observations. As a result, statistical significance is frequently
achieved. We focus on economic significance instead of statistical significance for this reason.
Table I11 shows results for the whole sample.

There is almost no buy-sell asymmetry in

commissions. As plotted in Figure 4, the market indexes are mildly bullish during our sample period.
Consistent with our predictions in Figure 1, Close Cost is higher for sells than for buys. However, Prior
Close Cost is also higher for sells than for buys. This is because the trading in our sample is not
completely lined up with market indexes, either because of the weighting across different stocks or the
timing across different trading days. VWAP Cost numbers are close to zero, as we would expect based
on Figure 2. The reason that they are not exactly zero is because we do not a complete trading database.
On average, institutional investors in our sample seem to chase market trends. The pre-trade
movement is positive for buys (45.22 basis points), but negative for sells (-16.56 basis points). This trend
appears to continue during the trading horizon. However, there is relatively very little reversal of this

trend on the day after the trading horizon. These findings are consistent with recent findings by Griffin,
Harris, and Topaloglu (2003). Consistent with earlier discussions, the buy-sell asymmetry for Close Cost
and for Prior Close Cost Net of Market Index Movement are in the same direction. Keim (2003) uses a
measure that is similar to Prior Close Cost Net of Market Index Movement. In Table 2 of Keim (2003),
for US.equity markets during 1996-1997 (rising markets in general), sells have higher costs than buys.
These results are consistent with our claim that Prior Close Cost Net of Market Index Movement shares
some common properties with Close Cost.
[Insert Table I11 about here]
Table IV segments Table I11 by market-wide during-trade market movement. We present the results
on four segments of the data separately. Rvw is the return on the CRSP value-weighted index during the
trading horizon. The cutoffs for the four segments are: -1 percent, zero, and 1 percent. We divide the
total of 64 trading days in our sample into four segments in Table IVYPanel A.
The results in Table IV are consistent with Figure 1. When Rvw is higher than 1 percent (the top
segment), Prior Close Cost is higher for buys than for sells and Close Cost is lower for buys than for sells.
When Rvw is lower than or equal to -1 percent (the bottom segment), Prior Close Cost is lower for buys
than for sells, and Close Cost is higher for buys than for sells. All VWAP Cost numbers are close to zero
and there is no clear asymmetry between buys and sells. Moving from the top down to the bottom of this
panel shows that Prior Close Cost monotonically decreases for buys and increases for sells, and that Close
Cost increases for buys and decreases for sells. This is another way of looking at our buy-sell asymmetry
results. We can also see "shadows" of Figure 2 in these results, even though not exactly the same as
Figure 2 due to the incompleteness of our trading data.
These patterns are less clear in the middle two segments of Table IVYPanel A, where Rvw is between
-1 percent and 1 percent. Again, this is because the trading in our sample is not completely lined up with
the CRSP value-weighted index.
[Insert Table IV about here]

Table V segments Table I11 by stock-specific during-trade market movement. We divide the whole
sample into four segments, depending on Ri, the stock-specific return during the trading horizon. The
cutoffs for the four segments are: -2 percent, zero, and 2 percent. We choose higher cutoffs than those in
Table IV because stock-specific returns are more volatile than market index returns.
The results in Table V confirm all our predictions in Figure 1. In the top two segments (rising), Prior
Close Cost is higher for buys than for sells, and Close Cost is lower for buys than for sells. In the bottom
two segments (falling), Prior Close Cost is lower for buys than for sells, and Close Cost is higher for buys
than for sells. All VWAP Cost numbers are close to zero and there is no clear asymmetry between buys
and sells. Also, we can see even clearer "shadows" of Figure 2.
These cost numbers may sometimes seem large compared to those in previous studies, especially the
large negative costs. It is because of our segmentation of clear market trends. Previous studies often
aggregate rising and falling markets. Chakravarty, Panchapagesan, and Wood (2002) also find large
positive and large negative trading costs using the Plexus data. In their Table 3, Panel C, for "Price
Impact Measure I" (a version of Prior Close Cost) and after decimalization (falling markets), the trading
cost is -22 1.1 basis points for buys and 263.3 basis points for sells.
[Insert Table V about here]

C. Decomposition Regressions of Implicit Trading Costs
Table VI presents decomposition regressions of implicit trading cost measures. Since the results for
Fund DTGs (Panel A) and Fund PTGs (Panel B) are similar, we focus our discussions on the results for
Fund DTGs.
The purpose of this table is to show the relative importance of components of both Prior Close Cost
and Close Cost. We use regressions in an unconventional manner. The focus is neither the regression
coefficients nor their statistical significance, which is why we do not indicate statistical significance. The
most informative quantities in this table are the R-squares (in bold). According to equation ( 5 ) , Prior
Close Cost is equal to Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus VWAP Cost. We regress Prior

Close Cost separately onto each of its two components. If the two components are statistically
independent, then slopes of both regressions will be one, and the R-squares of the two regressions will
sum to exactly one. The relative magnitudes of the two R-squares indicate the relative importance of the
two components. This is analogous to a variance decomposition. In Table VI, the R-squares of each pair
of regressions sum to very close to one, and all slope coefficients are reasonably close to one, which
indicates that the two components have very low correlation.
We mainly discuss the decomposition regressions for Prior Close Cost, since one of the goals of this
study is to understand the relation between Prior Close Cost and VWAP Cost. Close Cost is not widely
used, and it is included for comparison purposes. In Table VI, Panel A, regressing Prior Close Cost on
VWAP Cost yields an R-square of 7.9 percent, which indicates that these two measures are very different,
and that it is important to distinguish between Prior Close Cost and VWAP Cost. Hypothetically, if we
had found that Prior Close Cost is dominated by VWAP Cost, then it would not have been important to
distinguish between the two.
Regressing Prior Close Cost on Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP yields a slope
coefficient of 0.98 and an R-square of 88.6 percent. This R-square is extremely high, especially given
that we have a very large number of observations (1,128,873). This shows that Prior Close Cost is
overwhelmingly dominated by Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP. In other words, these two
measures are very close. This result means that we can approximate Prior Close Cost with very high
accuracy without even knowing the institutional investor's execution price (it does not matter what price
the trader or broker gets). We only need to have the following transaction-specific information: the date,
stock, and side of the transaction. We can then obtain the relevant VWAP and Prior Close from publicly
available databases such as CRSP and the NYSE TAQ, and accurately estimate Prior Close Cost by
computing Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP."

Therefore, Prior Close Cost is a poor

measure of execution quality, since it mainly captures market movement.

l 2 Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP is formally defined with the execution price in the denominator
(equation (5)). However, the execution price only serves as a scaling factor. Replacing the execution price with the
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Another way to interpret this result is that the VWAP is a very good approximation of execution
prices, i.e., the deviations of execution prices from the VWAP are small compared to the market
movement from Prior Close to VWAP.

This result suggests that the trader (broker) can make a

difference, but the difference that the trader can make is small compared to the market trend. However,
the portfolio manager may be able to make a bigger difference by choosing to trade in more favorable
market environments.
This result is also related to Bessembinder (2003)'s result that average effective spreads increase
monotonically with the time between the transaction and the benchmark midquote. As the time between
the transaction and the benchmark price becomes longer, the market movement component becomes
larger and more important.'3 Prior Close Cost can be viewed as an effective spread with extremely long
time between the transaction and the benchmark price. For conventional intraday effective spreads with
short times between the transaction and the benchmark price, the market movement component may not
dominate. Intraday effective spreads are not studied here because they are more suitable for retail
orders.14 Also, many institutions in our sample do not provide reliable intraday time stamps.
Regressing Close Cost onto its two components separately yields an R-square of 67.2 percent for
Market Movement Cost VWAP to Close and an R-square of 33.4 percent for VWAP Cost. These results
suggest that the market movement component is less important for Close Cost than for Prior Close Cost,
even though the market movement component is still the dominant component for Close Cost.
To better understand how market movement drives implicit trading cost measures and how our
decomposition regressions work, we run decomposition regressions on two subsamples, high stockspecific during-trade market movement and low stock-specific during-trade market movement. The high

VWAP will not make a big difference, because our results show that the VWAP is a very good approximation of the
execution price.
13

In results not reported here, the market movement component is less dominant for Open Cost than for Prior Close
Cost.
14

Effective spreads are very widely used to study trading costs of intraday transactions. See, for example, Blurne
and Goldstein (1992), Hasbrouck (2003), and Werner (2003).

movement subsample includes all Fund DTGs whose stock-specific returns during the trading horizon

(Ri) are higher than 2 percent or lower than or equal to -2 percent (482,029 observations). This
subsample is a combination of the data used in the top and bottom segments of Table V, Panel A. The
low movement subsample includes all remaining Fund DTGs (646,844 observations), which is a
combination of the data used in the middle two segments of Table V, Panel A.
The results show that the dominance of the market movement component is even higher for the high
movement subsample, and lower for the low movement subsample. The R-square of regressing Prior
Close Cost on Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP is 89.9 percent for the high movement
subsample, and 72.4 percent for the low movement subsample. The R-square of regressing Prior Close
Cost on VWAP Cost is 6.9 percent for the high movement subsample, and 20.4 percent for the low
movement subsample.
[Insert Table VI about here]

D. Regression Analysis of Implicit Trading Costs

In Table VII we analyze implicit trading cost measures by running multivariate regressions. Panel A
examines Fund DTGs, and the dependent variable is Prior Close Cost, VWAP Cost, or Close Cost. Panel
B examines Fund PTGs. We again focus most of our discussions on Fund DTGs, since results are similar
for Fund PTGs.
Most factors used are identified by previous studies (Keim and Madhavan (1995, 1997), and Conrad,
Johnson, and Wahal (2001, 2003)), Buy Indicator, Log(Market Cap), Logmelative Volume), Inverse
Prior Close, Listed Indicator, Return Volatility, and an additional factor for Fund PTGs, Package Length.
For Prior Close Cost, we generally find results similar to those in previous studies. Sided Stock Return
Two-Day Prior Close to Prior Close is a proxy for stock-specific pre-trade market movement. It has a
positive impact on Prior Close Cost. However, the magnitude is small. If Sided Stock Return Two-Day
Prior Close to Prior Close increases by one basis point, then on average Prior Close Cost increases by
0.079 basis point.

As previous studies have found, the R-square is small when we use these factors above, only 1.2
percent in our case. The small R-Square is not surprising, given our finding in Table VI that Prior Close
Cost is overwhelmingly dominated by market movement. Since all above factors are forward-looking,
this regression is synonymous with short-term price prediction. In fact, it would have been surprising if
we had found high R-squares for this regression.
We study a new factor, Sided Market Index Return. It is the sided (multiplied by -1 for sells) return
on the CRSP value-weighted index during the trading horizon, which is a proxy for market-wide duringtrade market movement. We run all our regressions both with and without this factor.
We find that this factor has a large impact on Prior Close Cost. If Sided Market Index Return
increases by one basis point, then on average Prior Close Cost increases by 0.795 basis point. Also, the
R-square jumps from 1.2 percent to 7.3 percent because of this one additional factor.
We find a similar result for Close Cost. The R-square jumps from 0.9 percent to 6.6 percent, and the
coefficient on Sided Market Index Return is economically significant, at -0.452. However, for VWAP
Cost, after we add Sided Market Index Return, the R-square barely moves at all, and the coefficient on
Sided Market Index Return is economically insignificant, at -0.007. These results support our claim that
both pre-trade and post-trade measures are highly influenced by market movement, but during-trade
measures are neutral to market movement.
Also, the R-squares for VWAP Cost are even smaller, about 0.3 percent. This shows that VWAP
Cost is almost "factor neutral". This result makes sense, because we believe VWAP Cost is a measure of
the trader's (broker's) skill and effort, which is largely unobservable to us. This result also provides some
justification for the industry practice of directly comparing VWAP Cost numbers across traders (brokers)
without adjusting for any factors.
In Table VII, Panel B, in the regression for Prior Close Cost of Fund PTGs without Sided Market
Index Return as a factor, the coefficient on Buy Indicator is 5.365, which means buys have higher Prior
Close Cost than sells. But after adding Sided Market Index Return, the coefficient on Buy Indicator
becomes -44.720. This result again supports our claim that Prior Close Cost Net of Market Index

Movement shares some common properties with Close Cost. The results for Fund DTGs in Table VII,
Panel A, are qualitatively similar, even though the coescient on Buy Indicator is statistically
insignificant in the regression without Sided Market Index Return (the coefficient is 0.680 and its
standard error is 0.652). One reason for the statistical insignificance is that the markets during our sample
period are only mildly bullish.

[Insert Table VII about here]

IV. Conclusion
This study makes a number of contributions to the current literature. First, we provide a previously
unexplored explanation for the widely documented buy-sell asymmetry phenomenon. It is mainly driven
by mechanical characteristics of measures of implicit trading costs. This study shows that seemingly
simple mechanical characteristics of measures of implicit trading costs can have fundamental implications
for how we interpret empirical results.
Second, we emphasize that trading is a double-sided and zero-sum game. The double-sided and
zero-sum game nature of trading has important implications for how we apply trading cost measures and
analyze the trading process.
Third, we clarify the confusion in both current academic literature and industry practice on different
measures of implicit trading costs (pre-trade versus during-trade measures), and on different related
research questions (trading costs of investment strategies versus execution quality). We argue that pretrade measures are suitable for measuring trading costs of investment strategies, and during-trade
measures are suitable for measuring execution quality.
Fourth, we relate different trading cost measures through decompositions. We decompose a pretrade measure into a market movement component and a during-trade measure, and find that empirically,
the market movement component is the dominant component of the pre-trade measure. Our results cast
doubt on previous findings on execution quality that use pre-trade measures, because pre-trade measures
mainly capture market movement.
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Table I
Summary Statistics
This table presents summary statistics of our sample. Our sample includes equity trading data from 322 institutions
for the fourth quarter of 2001. Listed refers to stocks listed on the NYSEtAmex, and OTC refers to NASDAQ.
Market cap information is from CRSP monthly files as of September 2001 (search forward if missing). The total
number of stocks traded in our sample is 4,686. We first sort all stocks by market cap in descending order, and then
classify the top 10 percent of stocks as large cap, the next 20 percent of stocks as mid cap, the next 30 percent of
stocks as small cap, and the bottom 40 percent of stocks as micro cap. Median market cap within each category are
reported below. DTGs refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer to Package Transaction Groups.
N

N

$ Principal

(# of Fund

(# of Fund

DTGs)

PTGs)

Traded
(M)

Shares
Traded
(M)

Total

Buys

Sells

Listed
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Median Market
Cap
Large Cap
Mid Cap
Small Cap
Micro Cap

Table JI
Measures of Implicit Trading Costs
This table presents percentiles of different measures of implicit trading costs and their components. Trading costs
are expressed in basis points (bps), and they are dollar value-weighted averages. DTGs refer to Daily Transaction
~ r o u i sand
, PTGs refe; to pack&.$ rans sac ti on Groups.

Table 11. Measures of Implicit Trading Costs
Panel A. Fund DTGS-(N= 1,128,873)
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Table 11. Measures of Implicit Trading Costs
Panel B. Fund PTGs (N = 763,586)
Prior Close VWAP Cost
Close Cost
Cost
(bps)
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(bps)

loth
2sth
Median
7sth
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Cost Net of Movement
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Prior Close
to Close
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- .

Table I11
Trading Costs and Decompositions

<

-

This table presents different trading costs and their decompositions. For example, Prior Close Cost is equal to Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus
VWAP Cost. However, the table shows Market Movement items (Market Movement Cost items not multiplied by Side) instead of Market Movement Cost
items. This choice makes the table easier to read because Market Movement items are basically returns. Because of this choice, the decompositions hold only
for buys. For sells, the decompositions hold if Market Movement items are multiplied by -1. The decompositions do not hold for all transactions, because
Market Movement items for all are value-weighted averages of Market Movement items for buys and sells. Trading costs are expressed in basis points (bps), and
they are dollar value-weighted averages. DTGs refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer to Package Transaction Groups. Standard errors are in
parentheses.

Table 111. Trading Costs and Decompositions
Panel A. Fund DTGs

I

I
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Prior Close
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VWAP Cost
Principal Traded Commissions
Traded
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(bps)
(MI
(bps)
(M)
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Table 111. Trading Costs and Decompositions
Panel B. Fund PTGs

$
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(M)
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Table IV
Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Market-Wide During-Trade Market Movement
This table segments the data by market-wide during-trade market movement and presents different trading costs and their decompositions. For example, Prior
Close Cost is equal to Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus VWAP Cost. However, the table shows Market Movement items (Market Movement
Cost items not multiplied by Side) instead of Market Movement Cost items. This choice makes the table easier to read because Market Movement items are
basically returns. Because of this choice, the decompositions hold only for buys. For sells, the decompositions hold if Market Movement items are multiplied by
-1. The decompositions do not hold for all transactions, because Market Movement items for all are value-weighted averages of Market Movement items for
buys and sells. R, is the return on the CRSP value-weighted index during the trading horizon. Trading costs are expressed in basis points (bps), and they are
dollar value-weighted averages. DTGs refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer to Package Transaction Groups. Standard errors are in parentheses.

Table IV. Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Market-Wide During-Trade Market Movement
Panel A. Fund DT( .S
s
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Table IV. Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Market-Wide During-Trade Market Movement
Panel B. Fund PTGs
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Table V
Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Stock-Specific During-Trade Market Movement
This table segments the data by stock-specific during-trade market movement and presents different trading costs and their decompositions. For example, Prior
Close Cost is equal to Market Movement Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus VWAP Cost. However, the table shows Market Movement items (Market Movement
Cost items not multiplied by Side) instead of Market Movement Cost items. This choice makes the table easier to read because Market Movement items are
basically returns. Because of this choice, the decompositions hold only for buys. For sells, the decompositions hold if Market Movement items are multiplied by
-1. The decompositions do not hold for all transactions, because Market Movement items for all are value-weighted averages of Market Movement items for
buys and sells. R,is the stock-specific return during the trading horizon. Trading costs are expressed in basis points (bps), and they are dollar value-weighted
averages. DTGs refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer to Package Transaction Groups. Standard errors are in parentheses.

Table V. Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Stock-Specific During-Trade Market Movement
Panel A. Fund DTGs
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Table V. Trading Costs and Decompositions, Segmentation by Stock-Specific During-Trade Market Movement
Panel B. Fund P'I
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Table VI
Decomposition Regressions of Implicit Trading Costs
This table presents decomposition regressions of different measures of implicit trading costs. We run decomposition
regressions on all transactions in the whole sample. We also run decomposition regressions on two subsamples,
high stock-specific during-trade market movement and low stock-specific during-trade market movement. The
dependent variable is either Prior Close Cost or Close Cost. The independent variable is either VWAP Cost or
different Market Movement Costs, which are sided (multiplied by -1 for sells) market movement. The dependent
variable is regressed on its two components separately. For example, Prior Close Cost is equal to Market Movement
Cost Prior Close to VWAP plus VWAP Cost. Ri is the stock-specific return during the trading horizon. Implicit
trading costs in regressions are expressed in basis points (bps), and they are dollar value-weighted averages. DTGs
refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer to Package Transaction Groups. Standard errors are in
parentheses.

Table VI. Decomposition Regressions of Implicit Trading Costs
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Table VI. Decomposition Regressions of Implicit Trading Costs
Panel B. Fund PTGs
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Table VII
Regression Analysis of Implicit Trading Costs
This table presents a regression analysis of different measures of implicit trading costs. The dependent variable in
regressions is Prior Close Cost, VWAP Cost, or Close Cost. The dependent variables are expressed in basis points
(bps), and they are dollar value-weighted averages. Definitions of the independent variables are as follows: Buy
Indicator takes the value of one for buys, and zero for sells; Package Length is the number of trading days in the
Package Transaction Group (Package Length only appears in regressions for fund PTGs in Panel B); Log (Market
Cap) is the natural logarithm of market value of equity; Log (Relative Volume) is the natural logarithm of the ratio
of shares traded relative to average daily market trading volume over the prior five trading days; Inverse Prior Close
is the inverse of close price on the day prior to the trading horizon; Listed Indicator takes the value of one for stocks
listed on the NYSEIAmex, and zero for NASDAQ; Return Volatility is the standard deviation of daily returns over
previous ten trading days expressed in basis points (bps); Sided Stock Return Two-Day Prior Close to Prior Close is
the stock's sided (multiplied by -1 for sells) return fi-om two-day prior close to prior close expressed in basis points
(bps); Sided Market Index Return is the sided (multiplied by -1 for sells) return on the CRSP value-weighted index
during the trading horizon expressed in basis points (bps). DTGs refer to Daily Transaction Groups, and PTGs refer
to Package Transaction Groups. Standard errors are in parentheses. Statistical significance is indicated by ** for
one percent level and * for five percent level.

Table VII. Regression Analysis of Implicit Trading Costs
?anel A. Fund D'
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Table VII. Regression Analysis of Implicit Trading Costs
'anel B. Fund PI ;s
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Figure 3. Typical Institutional Trading process.* This figure depicts a typical institutional trading
process (see Pozen (2002) for more background institutional information and case studies of real
institutional trading processes). The Portfolio Manager (PM) and the trader are inside the same buy-side
institutional investor. P,, VWAP, and P,,, are market prices, whereas PEis the institutional investor's
own execution price.

*

Figures 1 and 2 (summaries of predictions) appear in the introduction section.
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Figure 4. Daily CRSP Value-Weighted Indexes During Our Sample Period, 2001 Q4. This
figure plots the Daily CRSP value-weighted indexes (NYSE+AMEX+NASDAQ, NYSE+AMEX, and
NASDAQ) during our sample period, the fourth quarter of 200 1.
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Figure 5. Length of Fund PTGs. This figure plots the distribution of length of Fund PTGs (Package
Transaction Groups). The figure shows the percentage of the number of Fund PTGs that span the
corresponding number of trading days, the percentage of $ principal traded in those Fund PTGs, and the
percentage of shares traded in those Fund PTGs.

